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164 and over ... is a reliable reference source for the basic literature used in alcoholics anonymously.   This book facilitates a definitive understanding of basic AA literature. Each sentence in the Big Book (pp.1-164) and 12&amp;12 is indexed alphabetically.   Just search for a familiar word to find the
passage you're looking for.   164 or more goes beyond a simple match to lists of words and page numbers.   Your word appears in the context of the sentence in which it is used.   Context allows you to select the exact passage you want.   Save time and effort, especially for words that often occur as fear
and God. 164 or more websites use the big book search 164andMore.com 12&amp;12. In the search box at the top right, type the first few characters of the word of interest. As you type, you'll see words that match your keystrokes. The more you enter, the more accurate the results. Just click on the word
and all the links in the Great Book and 12&amp;12 will appear! Book 164 or more 164 or more is offered as a book; Carry this powerful tool and find passages in seconds. The book is ideal for meetings with your sponsor or sponsees, as well as big book and 12&amp;12 study groups. 164 and more can
help you find passages from AA literature that keep you on the road. Why order a copy or two to use by your homegroup? Before you start ... It is our personal experience that there is great wisdom and magic within the pages of AA literature. When you come through the door of the AA, it is suggested that
you buy a Big Book. The purpose of the Great Book is to show exactly how many alcoholics have recovered. Without embracing literature, success in AA is difficult. 164 and others can help. We hope that 164 or more is useful, and strengthens your understanding of AA literature. We wish you Godspeed
with your trip in Alcoholics Anonymous. If you've ever looked into or attended an AA meeting, you may have heard of the Big Book. The Big Book of AA is a text used by Alcoholics Anonymous to spread the word on how to recover from alcoholism and share AA recovery stories of others. The book has
more than 400 pages and can be divided into 2 overarching parts. The first one is dedicated to explaining how the program works and using anecdotes for explanation. Included are chapters aimed at certain groups of people, as well as 12 steps, 12 traditional, and 9 promises to tie in The second part of
the book is devoted to stories of renewal. This second part has changed from one edition to another to include newer stories that are more relatable to members in recovery today. It was actually written by the first 100 members of the AA. However, a man named William G. Wilson, aka Bill W., took on
most of the project and is credited as the author. He began to wriggle on the text in They shall forthwith communicate to the Commission the provisions of this Directive in the interests of the European Community and the Member States with a Over the years the book has been published with new
recovery stories, with no changes in the sections discussing the recovery program itself. There are 4 editions of the AA Big Book, with the latest edition having just been published in 2001.  Big Book Across the Globe Alcoholics anonymous began in New York and doesn't really take off to become the
widely trusted program we know today. However, this 12 step recovery program has finally spread around the world. Today, the great book is one of the most all-time books sold with over 30million copies sold. In fact, the AA Big Book has been translated into 67 different languages and used by members
in more than 170 countries. Big Book AA shortcuts There are countless shortcuts used in the AA community. Some of them are specifically associated with the Big Book. In fact, if you see BB, it is a direct acronym for Big Book. It can be used to refer to text or to indicate that a particular AA meeting will
focus on the text of the Great Book.  What happens at a big book meeting? Although all AA meetings generally start and end the same, most meetings may vary. During the Big Book meeting, the leader will likely read a passage of the Big Book to the group and discuss reading what it means to them, and
how it relates to renewal. During some meetings, they may open a discussion to other members present. Search our AA meeting directory and search for an AA Big Book meeting near you. What is Big Book Study AA?  Depending on the context, if you see a Big Book Study AA, it may be an AA meeting
or a link to the Big Book Study Guide for alcoholics anonymous. There are several groups that have published study guides designed to help members understand the contents of the Great Book. However, these are not published by Alcoholics Anonymous World Services.  How much is the AA Great
Book? If you are in the market for an AA Big Book, you have several options. Of course, you can buy a book from Amazon, but it may not be the best choice for you. There are ways to get text for free as well as digital options. Consider all your options before making a purchase, especially if the money is
tight. Hand-Me-Down Book Step 12 AA states: With spiritual awakening as a result of these steps, we have tried to carry this message to alcoholics, and practice these principles in all our matters. As part of this step, AA members are encouraged to pass on their books and other materials to other
members who may need it more. This is one of the ways in which they carry the message of the program for alcoholics. If you don't have the means to buy a Great Book, you can probably get one with the help of a local chapter.  Buy the book Great Book can also be purchased new or used. Depending
on where you buy the book, may vary. They can be purchased from the following places: Some of the most popular books for alcoholics, their friends and families, adult children of alcoholics, teens living with alcoholic parents, partners who have been diagnosed or who are considered roommates, as well
as Christians in recovery. Click on each book to see deeply discounted prices. I recently quoted the Big Book in a newspaper I wrote. I didn't cite it as a credible source or as representing the truth (because it isn't), but in order to explore the principles on which much of the group's dysfunction is based.
Here's how I did it: The first quote in the text: The meeting was chaired by a middle-aged white woman and began with a group recitation of Serenity Prayer, after which various members read parts of the group's primary text, Alcoholics Anonymous (2001) (only within a group like the Big Book) and twelve
steps of laminated cards handed out chairs. Later quote: The basic premise of alcoholics anonymous, as described in the Great Book, is that an individual alcoholic is powerless over alcohol and cannot recover without the help of a higher power: [N]o human power might have relieved our alcoholism...
God could and could if he were wanted (Alcoholics Anonymous, 2001, p. 60). Indeed, the Big Book is clear to the reader that its main goal is to help you find a higher performance that will solve your problem. (p. 45) Link quote: Alcoholics anonymous. (2001). Alcoholic, anonymous, 4. New York: A.A.
World Services. [Note: Alcoholics Anonymous, 4th Edition should be in lizard] I hope it helps. Jackson, L.M. (2019). Psychology of prejudice: From attitudes to social activity (2nd ed.). American Psychological Association. Sapolsky, R.M. (2017). Behave: The biology of the people at our best and the worst.
Penguin Books. Svendsen, S., &amp; Løber, L. (2020). Big Picture/Academic Writing: A One-Hour Guide (3rd Digital Ed.). Hans Reitzel Forlag. Parenthetical quote: (Jackson, 2019; Sapolsky, 2017; Svendsen &amp; Løber, 2020) Narrative quotes: Jackson (2019), Sapolsky (2017) and Svendsen and
Løber (2020) Provide author, year of publication, title and publisher of the book. Use the same format for both printed books and e-books. Use the copyright date on the book's copyright page as the year of publication in the link, even if the copyright date is different from the release date. Include all release
information in brackets after the title, without italics. If the book contains doi, include doi in the reference after the publisher name. They do not include the location of the publisher. If an ebook without DOI has a stable URL that will be resolved for the reader, include the URL of the book in the link (as in
Svendsen Løber example, which is from the database iBog, where ebooks are referred to as internet books). You do not include the name of the database in the shortcut. If the ebook comes from an academic research database and has no DOI or stable URL, end the link to the book after the publisher's
name. You do not include the name of the database in the shortcut. The reference in this case is the same as for the print book. Hygum, E., &amp; Pedersen, P.M. (Eds.). (2010). Early childhood education: Values and practices in Denmark. Hans Reitzels Forlag. Kesharwani, P. (Ed.). approaches to
tuberculosis treatment based on nanotechnology. Academic press. Torino, G.C., Rivera, D.P., Capodilupo, C.M., Nadal, K.L., &amp; Sue, D.W. (Eds.). (2019). Theory of Microaggression: Impact and Consequences. John Wiley &amp; Sons. Parenthetical quote: (Hygum &amp; Pedersen, 2010;
Kesharwani, 2020; 6. Torino et al., 2019) Narrative quote: Hygum and Pedersen (2010), Kesharwani (2020) and Turin et al. (2019) Use the acronym (Ed.) for one editor and acronym (Eds.) for multiple editors after the editors' names, followed by the period. In the case of multiple editors, include the task
once, after all currencies. Include all release information in brackets after the title, without italics. If the book contains doi, include doi in the reference after the publisher name. They do not include the location of the publisher. If an ebook without DOI has a stable URL that will be resolved for the reader,
include the URL of the book in the link (as in the Hygum and Pedersen example, which is from the iBog database). You do not include the name of the database in the shortcut. If the ebook comes from an academic research database and has no DOI or stable URL, end the link to the book after the
publisher's name. You do not include the name of the database in the shortcut. The reference in this case is the same as for the print book. Watson, J.B., &amp; Rayner, R. (2013). Conditional emotional responses: The Case of Little Albert (D. Webb, Ed.). CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform.
(Original work published 1920) Parenthetical citation: (Watson &amp; Rayner, 1920/2013) Narrative citation: Watson and Rayner (1920/2013) Watson and Rayner's book was originally published in 1920. It was edited by Webb and published in 2013. Sometimes the author of the book also credits the
editor on the cover. In this case, include the editor in brackets without italics after the title of the book. Enter the year of publication on the main date of the link element. Enter the year of original publication at the end of the reference in brackets after the words Original Work published. Both years of
publication appear in the citation in the text, separated by a slash, at the earliest at the beginning of the year. E. (with Byock, N.B.). (2014). On death & dying: What the dying have to teach doctors, nurses, clergy &amp; their own families (50. Scribner. (Original work published in 1969) Parenthetical quote:
(Kübler-Ross, 1969/2014) Narrative quote: Kübler-Ross (1969/2014) Use this format when a person other than the original author has added a new part to the work, such as a foreword or introduction. Indicate the author of the entire book in the main author link element. Then give the name of the person
who wrote the foreword, introduction or other new part in brackets after the word p. In the example, Byock wrote a new foreword to the book Kübler-Ross. When quoting a main book, include only the name of the author of the book in the citation in the text. When quoting a foreword or introduction, include
the author's name in this section in an in-text quote: Parenthetical foreword quote: Workers in the medical community should listen to people who need our help and respond with all the knowledge and skills we can bring bear (Kübler-Ross, 1969/2014, foreword byOck, p. xv). Narative foreword quote:
Byock stated that Kübler-Rossova's (1969/2014) work called into question the authoritarian decor and puritanism of the day (Mr Xii). Harris, K.R., Graham, S., &amp; Urdan T. (Eds.). (2012). APA Educational Psychology Guide (Vols. 1-3). American Psychological Association. Parenthetical quote: (Harris
et al., 2012) Narrative quote: Harris et al. (2012) Give the name(s) editor(s) -in-chief as editors of the work, even if the volume editors are different. Different.
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